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“There’s one great script that hit my desk that I didn’t change at all, and

that was ‘True Romance’.”
Tony Scott 03
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T
he Ray-Ban aviators. Let’s
start with some oomph before
moving on to other reasons
that has catapulted ‘Top Gun’
to a pop culture iconic status

since its release on May 16, 1986. Here’s
a fact. In the early 1980s, Ray-Ban, once
an incredibly popular brand of sun-
glasses, were selling only 18,000 pairs a
year. By the end of the ’80s (‘Top Gun’
released in 1986), the brand was selling
millions of pairs all over the world. That
was the power of the film, and its pro-
tagonist, Pete ‘Maverick’ Mitchell,
played by Tom Cruise.

The 1980s was a time of
style and extravaganza. That
decade belonged as much to
Gordon Gekko for whom
greed was good (watch
‘Wall Street’) as it did to
Maverick, who loved to fly
into the danger zone.
Those were the days of
hedonism in the US
after the debacle of
Korea and Viet-
nam.

W r i t e s
Megan Gar-
ber in ‘The
A t l a n t i c ’
about the
film’s ap-
p e a l :
“‘Top Gun’
also gives
us the gift
of its vol-
l e y b a l l
scene, the
narratively
expendable but
spiritually cru-
cial affair in which

Mav and Goose join Iceman and his fly-
ing partner for some sweaty sets on the
beach… the delightful ‘Great Balls of
Fire’ sing-along; the multiple locker-room
scenes featuring extremely brawny men;
And then Mav and Goose, striding in
their flight gear, uttering a line so tran-
scendently prosaic that it tips over into
poetry: ‘I feel the need-the need for
speed’.”

Americans wanted to love America
again. And the late Tony Scott, an adver-

tisement guy and an equally deft
filmmaker, understood the

appeal of an arrogant
navy pilot, who refused
to listen to orders,
played by his own
rules, become the
villain… only to
rise like a phoenix
and be the hero in
the end. Add ten-
sion as well as
camaraderie
between rival
pilots, a best
friend plot
and a love
story be-
tween a

trainer and a
pilot in the

mix, and what

else can you have
but a winner.

It was a time
for heroes to rise in
America. And no
one rose to mega-
stardom, within
and beyond the
shorelines of the
US, like Cruise did
with this film.

Here’s another
fact. ‘Top Gun’ was-
n’t entirely a work of
fiction. The movie

was actually inspired by an article in ‘Cal-
ifornia Magazine’ which detailed the day-
in-day-out life of the US Naval Air Station
at Miramar in San Diego, which is where
the US Navy Strike Fighter Tactics In-
structor programme, also known as Top
Gun, was located… until 1996.

If reviews are to be believed, ‘Top Gun: Maverick’ is
a “superior sequel” to the cult classic 1986 film
‘Top Gun’, that made Tom Cruise an overnight global
star and Hollywood’s most successful and
dependable actors till date. Before buying the
tickets to the latest installment, let’s find out what
made ‘Top Gun’ such an iconic film 

CRUIS(E)ING TO CULT STATUS AT 36!

1. The real Top Gun School imposes a
$5 fine to any staff member that

quotes the film.

2. Anthony Edwards is the only actor
who didn’t vomit while in the fighter

jets.

3. Val Kilmer did not want to be in this
film, but was forced to by contractual

obligations. However, it became one of
his most iconic roles in his career.

4. The character portrayed by Kelly
McGillis is based on Christine Fox, a

civilian flight instructor the producers
met on a visit to Miramar while doing
research to prepare for the film.

5. The tension between Maverick and
Iceman isn’t just down to good act-

ing, Tom Cruise
and Val Kilmer
kept their distance
from each other
and never
socialised.

6Tom Cruise had 
to wear lifts in

his scenes with
Kelly McGillis.
Cruise is 5’7” (1.70
m) while McGillis is 5’10” (1.78 m).

7All of Maverick’s stunt flying in the
film was done by Scott Altman, who

later went on to become an astronaut.

8Meg Ryan and Anthony Edwards start-
ed dating after filming concluded.

TOP GUN ’86 TRIVIA

THE GOOD-ENOUGH
LIFE 
BY AVRAM ALPERT
A Princeton University lecturer
explains how our quest for
greatness leads to stress and
anxiety, damaged relationships,
political and economic inequali-
ty, and environmental disasters.

His solution is to move beyond
greatness to establish a socie-
ty where everyone flourishes.

I DIDN’T DO THE THING
TODAY: LETTING GO OF
PRODUCTIVITY GUILT 
BY MADELEINE DORE
An inspiring call to take a break from
the all-consuming productivity that
is spurred by comparisons to others,
aspirational routines of successful
people, and unrealistic notions of
what can be accomplished in a day.
This one will help you let go of per-
fection and embrace the joyful

messiness and unpredictability of life.

THE POWER OF FUN:
HOW TO FEEL ALIVE
AGAIN 
BY CATHERINE PRICE
Who said that having fun can
lead you to greatness? The
author of ‘How to Break Up
with Your Phone’ makes the
case that, far from being friv-
olous, fun is actually critical
to our well-being — and shows
us how to have more of it. 
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H
ow often have you heard
the phrase, ‘No regrets’?
It’s
pretty
popu-

lar, right? Like
exactly the kind of
philosophy one
needs to imbibe to
thrive. A quick
Google search can
tell you there are
many takers for
the ‘No regrets
policy’ – defined
by the ‘The Oxford
Dictionaries’ as
“an approach that
involves erring on
the side of caution
and planning well
in advance”. In
the play ‘The Ride
Down Mt Morgan’,
author Arthur
Miller wrote, “Maybe all one can
do is hope to end up with the right
regrets.” In the latter part of the ’90s,
British singer Robbie Williams crooned
something similar. ‘No regrets,’ he
sang, ‘they don’t work’ pleading us to
never let regret define our actions. Cut
to 2022, and it’s time to turn the whole
notion of ‘No regrets’ on its head. In
the brave new post-Covid world of
2022, journalist and author Daniel H
Pink is boldly proclaiming the idea of
no regrets as ‘nonsense’. 

HERE’S WHY
As a journalist and author of multiple
‘New York Times’ bestsellers, Pink
spent years researching regret.
Besides using the largest sampling of

American attitudes about regret ever
conducted, Pink created the World
Regret Survey and spent 18 months

collecting, and studying
regrets from all over
the world. From the
data he received
from over 19,000
people from 105
countries, writing
about their  experi-
ence, Pink found
something amazing
…

PEOPLE
REGRET NOT
TAKING
ACTION
While speaking to
www.npr.com, Pink
said that the regrets
of inaction outnum-
ber regrets of action
2:1 — which increas-
es as people age.

Simply put, “action" regrets, like
marrying the wrong person, or
taking a wrong job, can be undone
— you can think about such
actions as “at leasts”. For exam-
ple, many people who felt they
married the wrong person
would say, “At least I have these
great kids.” With regrets of inac-
tion, that's impossi-
ble.

THE 4 KINDS
OF REGRET
According
to the
data Pink
analysed,

regrets tend to
cluster into four different types:

Foundation regrets 
In a nutshell: From not
doing the work.
For example: Not doing
the work to create a
stable life like not
saving money for
retirement or
not
exercising/eat-
ing right to take
good care of your
body.

Moral regrets 
In a nutshell: From

doing the
wrong thing

For example:
Bullying  some-

one, or choosing to
be unkind. "I was

stunned by how
many people regret-

ted bullying people
younger in their life, and

marital infidelity," Pink
said.

Connection regrets
In a nutshell: From not reach-

ing out  
For example: One of the

largest categories of regrets, this
regret is all about  relationships —
family, friendships, romantic and
beyond. It comes when people drift
apart, but neither tries to connect for
fear it's awkward. Pink said reaching
out is "very rarely as awkward as peo-
ple think, and it's almost always well-
received."

Boldness regrets 
In a nutshell: From not taking
chances.
For example: Opportunities to study

abroad or leaving a dead-end job or
subject because it was easier to

play it safe. 

REGRET IT RIGHT
According to Pink, there’s
something to learn from the
four types of regrets. To live a
fuller life, work on Pink’s

three-part strategy:

inward, outward and forward.

1Look inward: How do you speak to
yourself? Are you cruel? Then you

have to reframe how you think about
your regrets and practice self-compas-
sion.

2Look outward: Air your emotions by
sharing as it helps you unburden.

Pink says we can make sense of regret
through talking or writing.

3Move forward: Every regret carries
a lesson. Pink suggests creating

distance to help yourself process.
Some ideas could be to start with the
following questions: 
 Refer to yourself in third person and
ask, “What should she/he do?” 
 Confused between two choices? 
Imagine living in 2032, calling your
2022 self, then ask yourself about your
choice. For example, “Should I buy the
blue top or the green top?” OR,
“Should you call that friend you fought
with”? Your 2032 self will put things
into perspective, very quickly because

in the future you wouldn’t care! 

 Ask yourself: what
advice would I give
my best friend? 
 These are only a
few strategies
though. To really
understand the
power you have
to read the book! 

You’ve got
PERMISSION

Move beyond the packed
schedules that cause you to be so
busy you don’t have time for fun.

That’s not a good way to live!
Read these books to let go of some

of your ‘busyness’ while giving
yourself the permission to relax

In his book, ‘The Power of Regret: How Looking
Backward Moves Us Forward’, author and
journalist Daniel H Pink identifies four kinds
of regret experienced by people all over the
world; and how this commonly misidentified
emotion can help us to live better

Tom Cruise and Kelly McGillis
Top Gun (1986)

Top Gun: Maverick

Anthony
Edwards and

Tom Cruise in
‘Top Gun’ (1986)

How to Use Your

— (source: 
www.npr.com,

www.danpink.com

REGRETS FOR GOOD
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BROTHERS IN ARMS: Gujarat Titans captain Hardik Pandya,
and Krunal Pandya of Lucknow Super Giants shake hands after a

match between their teams at the MCA International Stadium 
in Pune on May 10, 2022.

“Success is where preparation and opportunity meet.”
Bobby Unser, former race driver
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THE PERFECT HEADER: Chennai Super Kings skipper 
M S Dhoni gets into warm-up mode before the start of the match

against Rajasthan Royals, at the Brabourne Stadium (CCI) 
in Mumbai on May 20, 2022.

THE BHANGRA
CELEBRATION: Harpreet
Brar of Punjab Kings breaks
into a dance in celebrations

during the match against
Sunrisers Hyderabad, at the

Wankhede Stadium 
in Mumbai on May 22, 2022. 

ALL GOOD,
MATE:

Chennai Super
Kings’ Dwayne

Bravo gets
some affection

after
dismissing

Kieron Pollard
of Mumbai

Indians during
the match at
Dr D Y Patil

Sports
Academy in
Mumbai on

May 12, 2022.

UP IN THE AIR:
Washington Sundar of

Sunrisers Hyderabad leaps
into the air during the
match against Punjab

Kings, at the Wankhede
Stadium in Mumbai on May

22, 2022. 

Shimron
Hetmyer of
Rajasthan

Royals during 
the match

against
Punjab Kings,
at Wankhede
Stadium in
Mumbai on

May 7, 2022.

Dwayne Bravo of Chennai
Super Kings and Anrich
Nortje of Delhi Capitals
during the match at the 

DY Patil Stadium in Mumbai
on May 8, 2022.

Delhi Capitals
captain Rishabh
Pant during the
match against
Chennai Super
Kings, at the 

D Y Patil Stadium 
in Mumbai 

on May 8, 2022.

TIME TO RISE: Virat Kohli of Royal
Challengers Bangalore and Hardik
Pandya of Gujarat Titans interact

during the match at the Wankhede
Stadium in Mumbai on May 19, 2022.

PHOTO OP TIME: Yuzvendra Chahal of Rajasthan Royals and
Kuldeep Yadav of Delhi Capitals engage in some fun before the start of
the match at the DY Patil Stadium in Mumbai on May 11, 2022.

AND THEY TUMBLE DOWN:

The funny, the awkward, the crashes and stumbles during matches are
what make a contest a full-on entertainer… more so with the IPL. 

Here is a look at the myriad moods and moments from the tournament
as it goes into the finals this Sunday 
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